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You can now download and print these beautiful coloring pages that I have created 
with the aim to reflect our pure feminine inner beauty. 

For me, this Lotus Lady represents the essence of every woman’s soul, enjoying her 
YIN energy, knowing her endless power and her eternal beauty.  She knows her inner 

wisdom and embraces her wildness and passion.

Print these powerful images on your favourite paper and bring them to life with your 
own colors.

How to color the greyscale images?How to color the greyscale images?

Greyscale images are great to help you to learn how to do shading with your colored pencils 
or other coloring media. Dark areas show us where the shadows should be. Our aim is to 
make the image look plastic and to “hide”the grey background color with darker tones of 
colored pencils.
The following description comes from my own experience in greyscale coloring, but it The following description comes from my own experience in greyscale coloring, but it 
doesn’t mean it’s the only or the best way how to do it :) You can color it in a different way 
and the result can be still great or even beer. 

I usually start with a base light layer and then, step by step, I add just a lile bit darker 
shades into the grey areas. The most important is to put thin layers instead of making a thick 
layer of color at once. 

Then I continue with laThen I continue with layering darker tones where the darker greys are. More darker the grey 
in the image is, you need to add a darker tone of your colored pencil. 

From time to time, you can put a thin layer of the lightest color again (your base color you 
started with) to the whole area, that will help to unify all the previous layers and smoothen 
them.

AAt the end, add the darkest tone of colored pencil only to the areas of darkest shadows 
(where the darkest grey was used in the original greyscale image) and here you can also 
increase your pressure to get the darker tone out your pencil.

If this sounds too complicated, my advice is to look for some YouTube tutorials especially on 
the greyscale coloring.

ENJOY COLORING YOUR LOTUS LADIES!

Yours, 
xx Lenkaxx Lenka
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Follow my artist journey on Facebook:
facebook.com/lenka.filonenko.arts

Join my coloring group on Facebook and show us your 
colored Lotus Lady:

Lenka Filonenko Coloring Club

Read my blog:
www.kolorka.euwww.kolorka.eu

Check out my coloring books and printable pages:
etsy.com/shop/LenkaFilonenko

 Get inspired on Pinterest:
pinterest.com/lenkafilonenko

Follow me on Instagram:
instagram.com/lenka.fi

Or send me an e-mail:Or send me an e-mail:
lenka.filonenko@gmail.com
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